gamma-quanta in the total CR flux at energies above 10 17 eV [7] .
gamma-quanta in the total CR flux at energies above 10 17 eV [7] . In this work we present the results of analyzes of muon data with ǫ thr. ≃ 1.0 × sec θ GeV threshold collected during the period from November 2011 to June 2013. The geometry of the muon part of the array is shown on Fig.1 . The work [8] describes the technique of their control and calibration. The data from the detector with ǫ thr. ≃ 0.5 × sec θ GeV [10] are currently being accumulated and will be analyzed later.
II. RESULTS
Further we consider EASs with zenith angles θ ≤ 45
• and axes fallen within a 1 km radius circle in the center of the array and with the precision of axis detection no less than 20 m.
The energy of primary particles was derived from relations:
where ρ s,600 (θ) is the density of charged particles as measured by surface scintillation detectors at R = 600 m from a shower axis. The precision of ρ s,600 estimation in individual showers was no worse than 10 %. The relation (1) unambiguously connects the ρ s,600 (0 • ) with E 0 at any given CR composition. It is due to the fact that at the distance ∼ 600 m from the axis, the lateral distribution functions (LDF) of all charged particles inter-cross each other. It is demonstrated on Fig.2 where two LDFs are shown, for charged particles in showers with E 0 = 10 18 eV and cos θ = 0.9 initiated by primary protons (blue circles) and iron nuclei (red squares) obtained with the use of QGSJETII-04 model [11] . Values for ρ s,600 (θ) were derived from the modified Linsley approximation [12] :
where R M is the Molier radius which depends on air temperature (T, • C) and pressure (P , mbarn):
The value for R M is measured in each individual event (for Yakutsk T ≃ −18
In the expression (4) b s is the parameter defined in [13] :
b s = 1.38 + 2.16 × cos θ + 0.15 × log 10 ρ s,600 (θ).
On Fig.3 (a) with black squares are shown muon densities at the distance 300 m from axis of showers within a considered group, with mean values of E 0 and cos θ = 0.9. Normalization to primary energy log 10 ( ρ µ,300 / E 0 ) gives a representation of muon data that is more descriptive and convenient for further analysis. Mean LDFs were obtained within energy bins with logarithmic step h = ∆ log 10 E 0 = 0.2 which were subsequently shifted towards higher energies by 0.5 h. This procedure was performed for a detailed test of an agreement between the experiment and various hadron interaction models. ρ µ,300 values were obtained from approximations of mean LDFs. When constructing an LDF, muon densities were multiplied by normalizing ratio E 0 /E 0 and averaged over an energy cut in radial bins ∆ log 10 R = 0.04. Mean muon densities were determined from the expression
where N 1 and N 0 are the numbers of operated muon detectors at axis distances within the interval (log 10 (R i ), log 10 (R i ) + ∆ log 10 R). The indexes denote whether a detectors had nonzero (N 1 ) or zero (N 0 ) readings during the registration of event. Zero readings are related to cases when a detector hasn't registered any muons while being in a wait state. Mean LDFs were approximated according to functions [4] :
with well-known relation by Greisen [14] :
where R 0 = 280 m, b µ is a free parameter. The best fit values of b s , ρ s,600 (θ) in (4) and b µ , ρ µ,600 (θ) in (9) were determined with the use of χ 2 minimization. Error bars on Fig.3(a) include the entire combination originated from statistics of events and averaging of the data.
Lines represent expected values predicted by hadron interaction models QGSJETII-04 (red), QGSJET01D [15] (blue) and SIBYLL-2.1 [16] (black). Simulations were performed with the use of CORSIKA code [17] (version 6.990 in the case of SIBYLL-2.1 and QGSJET01D and 7.3700 in the case of QGSJETII-04). 200 showers were simulated per each set of initial shower parameters (mass of primary particle, energy and zenith angle). To speed-up the computations, the thin-sampling algorithm was activated in the CORSIKA code with the parameters E i /E 0 ∈ [3.16×10 −6 , 10 −5 ] and w max ∈ [10 4 , 3.16×10 6 ] depending on the primary energy [18] . The density was calculated directly from total number of particles arrived at a detector of given area.
It is clearly seen that the experiment is not consistent with SIBYLL at neither given composition; the model predicts significantly less muon yield. Other two models agree with our experiment much better and allow to estimate the mass composition of primary particles. gives weighting functions W p = 1 − W Fe and W Fe = ln A / ln 56. Within the framework of this hypothesis, according to the QGSJET01D model we have:
where d = log 10 (ρ µ,300 /E 0 ) -are the values obtained in the experiment (exp) and in simulation.
With red and blue triangles on Our estimations of ln A based on the (10) do not differ drastically from other, more traditional method based on the x max (see e.g., [24] ):
It is due to some peculiarity of EAS muons, which is demonstrated on Fig.6 . It shows that within the framework of any shower development model, between the depth of maximum
x max and the logarithm of muon density normalized to E 0 , there is a quasi-linear dependence at any composition of primary particles:
If one inserts (13) is convenient for comparison between the experimental data and theoretical predictions as seen on Fig.3(b) . Fig.6 suggests that muon component contains some possibilities yet to discover. In particular, it allows to relatively easy determine the depth of maximum EAS development (see Fig.7 ). We suppose that muons can play a vital role in the energy cross-calibration between world's EAS arrays, where there is still no clarity in relation to correctness of any given method of estimating the energy of primary particle.
